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JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Widespread poaching is destroying elephant 
populations across Africa. On average, 30,000 African elephants are killed every year, 
even though they are a protected species and hunting them is against the law. Elephants 
are now in danger of dying out. 

The magnificent animals are killed for their ivory tusks, which resemble horns but are 
actually huge teeth. Smooth, white ivory is fashioned into jewelry and a wide range of 
decorative objects. It is particularly popular in Asia. 

Now there is some good news for elephants. The government of Kenya has just taken a 
bold step that will help strengthen the fight against elephant poaching.  

The country recently destroyed its entire stockpile of elephant ivory.  

Altogether, more than 110 tons of “white gold” went up in smoke. Much of what was 
burned was seized from poachers or traders. Some was ivory legally obtained from 
elephants who died of natural causes. 
 
China Tops List Of Buyers 

The number-one buyer of African ivory is China. In China, ivory now costs over $31 an 
ounce. Based on that price, the total value of the ivory Kenya burned was roughly $110 
million. 

It might seem foolish to destroy something worth so much, particularly because Kenya 
is a poor country. However, there are good reasons for a country to give up its ivory 
wealth. 

For starters, it helps efforts to get Asians to stop buying ivory. Various groups are 
working hard to educate people about the dangers elephants face. The hope is that ivory 
will become less popular in Asia if the ivory trade develops a bad reputation.  

A drop in demand for ivory would lead to a drop in price. If prices dropped enough, 
poachers would no longer find it worth their while to kill elephants.  

Without such a drop in demand, the poaching problem will never be solved. 

By destroying its ivory stockpile, Kenya showed the world that it values elephants over 
profit. It may help convince people they really should not be buying ivory.  



 
Continued Pressure To Restore Trade 

Today, most countries have outlawed the international ivory trade. However, there is 
continuing pressure to bring the trade back. When African countries keep their 
stockpiles, it signals that the countries think they will be able to sell ivory in the future. 
Stockpiling ivory works against efforts to get people to stop valuing ivory. 

Some people are in favor of legalizing the international ivory trade, as long as no 
poached ivory is sold. They say legal sellers would drive out the poachers by providing 
ivory at a lower cost. 

Most likely, things would not turn out that way. The amount of legal ivory would be too 
small to lower prices. The legalized trade would simply help keep ivory popular. 

Some African countries argue that they should be allowed to sell their ivory stockpiles in 
order to raise money to help protect elephants. However, some countries might not 
really use the money for that purpose. In addition, they probably would not be able to 
earn that much. 

Under international law, governments can only sell ivory to other governments. Most 
governments would only be willing to pay around one-tenth of what ivory can go for. In 
addition, governments can only sell ivory taken from elephants who were not poached.  
 
Cheaper Than Preservation 

It is also not clear which governments would be interested in buying African stockpiles. 
China and the United States may soon outlaw the sale of ivory. Vietnam and Laos would 
probably be interested, but many would be against selling to them. Neither has been 
good at following international laws meant to protect endangered wildlife. 

Burning an ivory stockpile is also cheaper than preserving it. For one thing, the ivory 
must be air-conditioned to prevent the tusks from cracking. A large number of workers 
would be needed to care for the ivory. Meanwhile, there is always the danger that 
criminal gangs would get ahold of the goods by paying an official to look the other way.  

Most importantly, burning ivory worth millions of dollars sends a clear and strong 
message to the world. It says that ivory belongs to elephants and to no one else. It also 
makes clear that elephants are worth more alive than dead. They bring tourists, and help 
keep the natural world healthy and balanced. 

Kenya should be praised for making such a wise decision. Other African countries 
should follow its example and destroy their own stockpiles. Doing so would send an 
unmistakable signal to the global market: Ivory is not for sale, not now and not ever. 






